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Russia's war against Ukraine and the Kremlin's energy blackmail of all of Europe have 

forced many EU countries and their partners to begin a painful but vital refusal of Russian fuel. 

The states of the Northwestern Black Sea region – Moldova, Romania and Ukraine – have different 

histories and volumes of trade relations with Moscow in this area. However, they, being on the 

direct line of confrontation with Russia or in the sphere of geopolitical interests of the Kremlin, 

do understand the true price of Russian energy the best. The steps by Bucharest, Chisinau, and 

Kyiv to cut fuel and power ties with Moscow can not only improve the security of their states but 

also strengthen the resilience of the entire region. 

 

Introduction 

Russia uses energy as a weapon. This statement became apparent to many politicians in EU 

countries after the Russian army launched a full-scale invasion of Ukraine in February 2022. 

However, the Kremlin used its monopoly on fuel supply to the European market long before the 

start of intensive hostilities. The countries of Central Europe remember the artificial energy crisis 

in the winter of 2008 – 2009 when Moscow blocked gas transit through Ukrainian territory. This 
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fact, as well as the beginning of Russia's aggression against Ukraine in 2014, prompted some states 

of the region to review their energy strategies and reorient from the Russian direction. 

Despite this, the Russian energy lobby in Europe remained strong due to the peculiarities 

of the infrastructure, historical and political reasons, as well as the interests of certain business 

groups. Unequivocal successes of the Kremlin in this context were the construction of the Nord 

Stream 2 gas pipeline (which continued, despite the warnings of Lithuania, Poland and Ukraine) 

and the signing of a contract between Gazprom and the Hungarian government for 15 years. 

Moscow also instrumentalized climate change. The fact is that as part of the Green Deal announced 

by the EU, gas was declared a fuel of the transition period, which produces fewer carbon emissions 

than coal. At the time of the launching of this policy, Gazprom had been providing more than 40% 

of all gas supplies to Europe. 

In addition, Russia in recent years had (and still has) the largest share among all sellers of 

oil on the EU market, providing almost a third of all fuel volumes from abroad. Russian companies 

managed to achieve such rates in particular through the purchase of energy infrastructure in some 

European countries (such as Romania and Bulgaria) and control over fuel supply routes. In 

addition, the Russian state corporation Rosatom expressed interest or participated in the 

construction of new power units at nuclear power plants in Bulgaria, Hungary, Türkiye and Finland, 

and provided nuclear fuel to these and other European countries. 

Thus, over the past decade, despite undisguised aggressive intentions in foreign policy, the 

Kremlin, through its influence on the energy sector, managed to create favorable conditions for 

political influence in Europe. Such a dominant position in the market allowed Moscow to trigger 

and intensify the energy crisis in the EU, which began in 2021. In particular, artificial interruptions 

in the supply of Russian gas to the West led to skyrocketing price of this fuel in September of last 

year exceeded the then-record of almost 1,000 euros per thousand cubic meters. A few weeks ago, 

this indicator was more than 3,300 euros per thousand cubic meters. The Kremlin could have 

expected that this situation would create favorable conditions for a full-scale invasion of Ukraine, 

not only financially but also politically. Probably, Moscow expected that European countries and 

the EU, in general, would be scared by the deepening of the energy crisis, so they would not resort 

to harsh measures against Russia. 

However, Europe did not give in to the blackmail of the Putin regime. The Council of the 

EU adopted a gradual embargo on the supply of Russian oil, several member states announced 

plans to abandon Russian fuels in general, and the European Commission announced the REPower 

Europe plan, which in particular outlines ways to overcome energy dependence on Russia. So, the 

actions of the Kremlin have led to a tectonic shift in approaches to energy supplies for the entire 

continent. However, these changes and ensuring further energy security require the active 

involvement of all European countries, each of which will have its challenges and limitations along 

the way. In this context, Moldova, Romania and Ukraine have urgent tasks to solve, opportunities 

and potential interest in expanding cooperation. 
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The Republic of Moldova 

The current energy crisis and the need to abandon Russian fuel are difficult challenges for 

Moldova. In 2020, the country's energy dependence (the ratio of imported energy to gross available 

energy) reached 76%. This is far from the worst rate in Europe, but it creates significant difficulties 

in certain sectors for the state because of where its fuel and electricity come from. At the same 

time, overall energy consumption in the country has been increasing in recent years: in 2016 – 2020, 

this indicator was 0.7 – 11.8% higher than the average for the decade (it is not possible to compare 

with data for previous years due to lack of information). 

Among all the energy types that Moldova imported in 2020, 46% accounted for oil and 

derivatives, 36.3% – for gas, 13.9% – for electricity and 3.8% – for solid fossil fuels. The largest 

suppliers of petroleum products to the country were Romanian (67.7% of the corresponding 

import), Russian (16.4%), Belarusian (5.2%), Bulgarian (3.7%) and Kazakh (3.1%) companies. At 

the same time, Moldova's production provided only 0.6% of all fuel of this type on the national 

market. In 2020, all the country's imported gas was purchased directly from Russia. At the same 

time, the country produces insignificant amounts of this energy type (annual volumes of its 

production reach 10,000 cubic meters for more than 1 billion cubic meters of imports). In the same 

year, the only importers of solid fossil fuels to Moldova were Russia (99.4% of the corresponding 

import) and Ukraine (0.6%). Nevertheless, there is no domestic production of this energy type in 

the country. Of gross available electricity in Moldova in 2020, 4.3% was imported from Ukraine, 

11.2% was generated by thermal and renewable power plants controlled by the Moldovan 

government, and 84.5% came from the Moldovan GRES located in Transnistrian Region, 

temporarily uncontrolled by Chisinau. This territory is under the de facto administration of Russia. 

Like all European countries, today, Moldova is suffering due to the increase in energy prices 

and is under constant risk of stopping gas supplies from Russia due to possible blackmail by the 

Kremlin and hostilities on the territory of Ukraine. However, some of these challenges began to 

manifest themselves last year. In October, the Moldovan parliament declared a state of emergency 

in the energy sector for the first time due to a gas shortage. That situation arose amid negotiations 

with Gazprom regarding a new contract. The Russian monopolist then demanded the payment of 

a debt of 709 million dollars (apart for a disputable multi-billion debt for the gas illegally consumed 

by Transnistria), which Moldova did not recognize because it was calculated at the expense of 

Transnistrian Region, which is not controlled by Chisinau. At the same time, the Secretary of the 

National Security and Defense Council of Ukraine Oleksii Danylov reported that the Ukrainian 

state supplied fuel to help the neighboring country. That happened amid a difficult situation in the 

energy sector in several regions of Ukraine. 

At the end of October 2021, Moldova signed a new five-year contract with Gazprom. The 

parties agreed that the Moldovan state would conduct an independent audit to determine whether 

Chisinau should pay the debt. Despite this, in January 2022, the country's parliament again declared 

a state of emergency in the energy sector due to the Russian company's threats to stop providing 

gas because of "non-payment of completed deliveries." In August, the company Moldovagaz 

announced the conclusion of a contract with auditors to study the justification of the debt, the 

payment of which is demanded by the Russian side. The analysis will be conducted until January 

2023. Regardless of the outcome, last year's contract leaves Moldova vulnerable to possible gas 

blackmail from the Kremlin until at least the end of 2026. The country will be obliged to maintain 
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relations with Gazprom even despite the general refusal of the EU countries from Russian fuel. 

Under such conditions, Moldova needs not only a strategic plan for the diversification of gas supply 

sources for the long term but also the search for ways to reduce the share of this type of energy in 

the overall structure of consumption. 

Another sector of energy instability in Moldova is electricity, as, throughout its 

independence, the country has been dependent on power from a station located in the non-

government-controlled territory. In June, the Ukrainian company Energoatom and the Moldovan 

company Energocom signed a contract to supply 85.2 gigawatt-hours of electricity per month from 

nuclear power plants in Ukraine. If such rates of energy via this channel are maintained, then 

annually, Moldova will be able to receive more than a quarter of its electricity needs from this 

source (orienting on the consumption rate of 2020). It is worth adding that in the spring of this 

year, the Moldovan and Ukrainian power grids were synchronized with the European energy 

system ENTSO-E. This opens up new opportunities in electricity supply, primarily to Moldova. 

 

Romania 

Among all the countries discussed in this policy brief, Romania can feel the most confident 

in times of energy crisis. In 2020, the energy dependence of the country was 28.2%. In the EU, 

only Estonia had a better rate. At the same time, it is worth noting that at the very beginning of the 

21st century, Romania's energy dependence was estimated at 21.9%. Such a change could be caused 

by structural reforms in the country's fuel sector, which, in particular, provided for a transition 

period for the development of its own production and reorientation to renewables. 

After the fall of communism, Romania's average energy consumption dropped by 30% 

over the next decade. In the first ten years of the 2000s, the reduction was 15% compared to the 

previous decade, and in the 2010s – more than 12%. During the same period, the country changed 

its priorities in using energy sources, reducing the share of hydrocarbons in the overall structure of 

generation and supply. Thus, in the mid-1990s, gas accounted for about 40%, oil and derived 

products – about 29%, coal – about 22%, for hydropower – about 9% of all energy consumed by 

Romania. In 2021, oil and its derivatives became the most used type of fuel, with a share of 32.4% 

of the total structure. At the same time, gas accounted for 29.3%, coal – 12.4%, hydropower – 

11.3%, nuclear power – 7.3%, wind power – 4.4%, and solar power – 1.1%. In general, this ratio 

was established at the end of the 2010s. 

Among all types of energy that Romania imported in 2020, 75.6% accounted for oil and 

related products, 12.2% – for natural gas, 5.4% – for solid fossil fuels, mainly coal, 5% – for 

electricity, and 1.8% – for bioenergy. At that time, the main countries in which Romania purchased 

oil and derivatives were Kazakhstan (34.1% of all imports of this type of fuel), Russia (32.8%), 

Hungary (7.7%, re-export of oil from other sources, most likely Russian), Iraq (4.5%) and 

Azerbaijan (4%). At the same time, the country is traditionally a powerful producer and processor 

of this type of energy. Thus, in 2020, the indigenous production of oil and its derivatives reached 

almost 3.5 million tons. According to this indicator, Romania ranks third in the EU, providing 16% 

of all extraction and processing carried out by the member states. At the same time, the country 

produces almost three times less oil and derivatives than it imports. 
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As for natural gas, in 2020, the only external sellers of it to Romania were Hungary (52.8% 

of the corresponding imports), Russia (44.8%) and Bulgaria (2.5%). The Romanian state has been 

consistently reducing direct purchases of this fuel from Russian suppliers. If during the 2000s, the 

average annual volume of purchases reached a little more than 4 billion cubic meters, then during 

the 2010s – about 1.3 billion cubic meters. It can be assumed that the establishment of a partnership 

and the construction of a gas interconnector between Romania and Hungary in 2010 played a role 

in this. Since that year, the volume of fuel inflows to Romanian customers from the Hungarian 

direction has increased from 49,000 cubic meters per year to 1.13 billion in 2020. Considering the 

structure of Hungary's energy imports, it can be stated that this country resells to Romania gas that 

was previously purchased in Russia. This year, Bucharest and Budapest started negotiations on 

increasing the capacity of the interconnector from 1.7 billion cubic meters per year. 

Also, in 2020, Romania imported almost 1.3 billion tons of solid fossil fuel, which is more 

than three times less than the volume of its own production. The key sellers, in this case, were 

Russia (55.7% of the relevant imports) and Poland (36.1%). In the same year, Romania produced 

55.93 thousand gigawatt-hours of electricity: 36.5% was provided by thermal power stations 

(approximately equally on coal and gas), 27.5% by hydro generation, 20.5% by the Chernavoda 

nuclear power station, 12.4% by wind power stations, 3.1% by photovoltaic power stations. The 

volume of electricity imports amounted to 8.25 thousand gigawatt-hours, 32.7% of which came 

from Serbia, 30.5% – from Hungary, 24.8% – from Bulgaria, 7.1% from – Ukraine, and 4.9% – 

from Switzerland. 

Thus, Romania approached the current crisis and the need to sever energy ties with Russia 

as one of the most prepared in Europe. Despite significant connections with Russian suppliers, 

Bucharest supported the EU's sixth package of sanctions against the Kremlin, which, with some 

exceptions, will take effect in late 2022 – early 2023. The decision, in particular, prohibited the 

supply of Russian oil to Europe by marine transport; Romania received Russian oil through the 

Black Sea. The country can compensate for the losses by increasing purchases from other sources. 

Bucharest also has ambitions to revive the status of the largest oil producer in Europe. For example, 

the Petrom company has plans to explore new fields in the Black Sea, the total value of which is 

estimated at least 71 billion dollars. 

Romania also has options for giving up Russian gas, but they require additional agreements, 

investments or infrastructure. In particular, the country is interested in receiving fuel from the 

Southern Gas Transport Corridor TANAP-TAP and LNG from Greek ports. The basic 

infrastructure for this is already in place – the existing Trans-Balkan Gas Transport Corridor and 

Interconnector between Greece and Bulgaria require arrangements and sufficient gas for 

transportation. Similarly, Romania can count on receiving LNG from other sources, such as 

Poland, Turkey and Croatia. However, these paths also require time for agreements and 

infrastructure preparation because now the demand for this type of fuel has increased sharply in 

Europe, and the updated supply volume is just being formed. Romania cannot yet receive LNG by 

its own ports due to the lack of a regasification terminal and the current ban on the transportation 

of fuel through the Bosphorus Strait by Turkey. Under such conditions, the existing Romanian 

interconnectors with the gas transport networks of Bulgaria and Hungary are the only active 

alternative ways of supplying gas to the country other than directly from Russia. In this context, 

the fact that a few months ago, the Romanian company Transgaz put into operation the first section 
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of the BRUA gas pipeline (Bulgaria – Romania – Hungary – Austria) on the territory of its country, 

increasing the opportunities for importing gas from the west, is important. 

Another way to ensure independence in gas consumption for Romania is to increase its 

own production of this fuel. As in the case of oil, the key area of field development is the Black 

Sea. In particular, the country's officials have been talking about the Neptune Deep project for 

several years, which would provide 42 to 84 billion cubic meters of gas, that is, the equivalent of 

three to six volumes of the country's annual consumption of this fuel. For more than a decade, the 

American private company ExxonMobil and the Romanian state corporations Romgaz and OMV 

Petrom jointly worked on this project. After introducing new tax regulations in Romania in 2018, 

ExxonMobil decided to withdraw from the project, which happened already this year. If the work 

had not been stopped, today's gas production in the country could be almost twice as much. 

Meanwhile, amid the current increase in fuel prices, Romgaz announced plans to boost production. 

However, the company and the Romanian state need to find new sources of financing, which the 

parties intend to do by the end of 2022. 

In addition, Romania has a big stake in developing nuclear energy. The country plans to 

develop the Chernavoda nuclear power plant, where two power units are currently operating. Until 

2020, Romanian representatives held talks with Chinese investors regarding the financing of the 

construction of new power units, but they ended this dialogue due to US counter-proposals. Now, 

Romanian stakeholders are looking for interested American companies to develop the project. In 

particular, in 2022, Bucharest and Washington agreed that the Oregon startup NuScale would 

supply the country with experimental modular reactors that are easier to design and install than 

traditional ones. If the tests are successful, Romania will be the first European country with such 

technology. 

Ultimately, renewables will continue to play an important role in Romania's energy 

resilience. The National Strategy for Countering Climate Change and Ensuring Low-Carbon 

Economic Growth for 2016 – 2020 aimed to achieve a share of renewables of 24% in the country's 

final energy consumption. As of 2020, the share of non-carbon energy sources in the country's 

final consumption exceeded this indicator. The updated climate and energy plan aims to achieve 

30.7% of renewables in final consumption. The National Recovery Plan [aimed at countering 

pandemic outcomes in the economy] contains a list of projects that should help achieve this goal. 

More than 1.6 billion euros in total have been or will be allocated to them from the special EU 

Fund. There are also other mechanisms for promoting this intention and the development of the 

sector in general, such as the EU Modernization Fund. However, in this context, not only the 

launching of individual projects is important, but also their systematic implementation and real 

integration of renewables into the general supply system. Otherwise, the fate of Neptune Deep 

awaits such initiatives. 

 

Ukraine 

Ukraine meets the current energy crisis in Europe prepared and caught off guard 

simultaneously. In 2020, the country's dependence on external energy supplies was measured at 

34.1%. In this component, the state made significant progress as in 2000, this rate reached 43.1%. 

Such a dynamic is primarily related to the cutting off ties with the Kremlin. Ukraine had been a 
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direct victim of Russian fuel blackmail throughout its independence; the issue of gas purchase and 

transit had been the subject of negotiations and crises in relations between Kyiv and Moscow since 

the late 1990s. When Russian troops first illegally occupied part of Ukrainian territory in 2014, 

Ukraine began to refuse Russian fuel. This process took place in different dimensions. In 2022, the 

severing of economic ties with Russia, particularly in the energy sector, became the basis for the 

survival of the Ukrainian state and a moral obligation to all Ukrainian citizens who suffered from 

Russian aggression. 

Ukraine has dramatically reduced energy consumption over the past three decades: the 

average level for the 1990s was 31.5% lower than the same figure for the previous ten years, in the 

early 2000s – by 21.5%, in the 2010s – by 24 .6%. The first two indicators can be associated with 

the general decline in industrial production and the gradual modernization of infrastructure. In the 

third decade, another circumstance was added – many facilities on the territory temporarily 

occupied by Russia ceased to be included in the statistics, although a significant part of these 

districts continued to receive energy from the free part of Ukraine. As for the structure of energy 

consumption, the key trend in recent years has been the reduction of the country's use of natural 

gas: if in 2000 its share in total consumption reached 46.8%, then in 2020, it was be 31.2%. Other 

important energy sources for the country in 2020 were coal with a share of 28.9%, nuclear power 

– with 20.9% and oil – with 13.3%. It is worth adding that nuclear power plants are the insurance 

capacity of Ukraine. Their share in final energy consumption increased from an average of 16% 

before 2014 to 20% after 2014. Also, in 2021, the share of these facilities in a total generation 

increased to 23.4% amid the crisis in gas purchases (28.2% share) due to its high price. 

Among all the energy types that Ukraine imported in 2020, 38.9% accounted for oil and 

derivatives, 35.9% – for solid fossil fuel (mainly coal), 24.3% – for gas, and 0.8% – for electricity. 

Then, the primary sellers of petroleum products to the country were Russia (33.2% of respectful 

purchases), Belarus (32.6%), Azerbaijan (7.8%), Lithuania (7.7%), Turkey (3.5%) and Kazakhstan 

(3.3%). At the same time, the volume of own production of this type of fuel and its derivatives was 

93% of the volume of imports. The main foreign sellers of gas to Ukraine that year were Slovak 

(35.5% of the corresponding import), Swiss (19.6%), Hungarian (16.7%), German (9.6%), 

American (9%) and Polish ( 6.2%) companies. Basically, they provided Ukrainian partners with gas 

previously bought in Russia. Ukraine has not directly purchased gas from Russian suppliers since 

2015. Since then, the volume of domestic production of this energy type exceeded the volume of 

imports and reached a difference of 2.2 times in 2020. The main directions of solid fossil fuel 

imports in 2020 were Russia (69.7%), the USA (19.8%) and Kazakhstan (7.4%). At the same time, 

the volume of own production exceeded the volume of purchases by 1.96 times. Also, in 2020, 

Ukraine imported 2 720 gigawatt-hours of electricity and produced 119 332 gigawatt-hours. The 

key external sellers of electricity to Ukrainian consumers were Slovakia (56.1% of the 

corresponding import), Hungary (27.5%), Belarus (7.5%), Russia (5.1%) and Romania (3.8%). In 

2020, 51.9% of all electricity in the country was produced by nuclear power plants, 35.9% – by 

thermal power plants, 5.4% – by hydro generation, 4.1% – by photovoltaic power plants, and 2.4% 

– by wind power plants. 

The main energy challenge for Ukraine until February 2022 was the return of its extraction 

and generation capacities, which were located in the territory temporarily occupied by Russia. Also, 

maintaining the transit status of Russian gas in the conditions of the construction of gas pipelines 
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bypassing Ukrainian territory, the signing of a long-term contract between Hungary and Gazprom, 

and a possible reduction in the flow of fuel in the Romanian, Slovak and Polish directions was a 

critical problem. A full-scale Russian invasion changed the situation. Russian suppliers reduced gas 

transportation through Ukraine by almost 60% at the end of 2021 – the beginning of 2022. Already 

after February 2022, the volumes were reduced by another third. At the same time, Gazprom 

stopped supplying fuel to Europe through the territory of Belarus and Poland. In the end, in early 

September, Russia indefinitely shut down gas transportation through Nord Stream 1. Thus, the 

only ways of transporting Russian fuel to Europe remain the Turk Stream and, in limited volumes, 

the pipelines on the territory of Ukraine. 

The contract between Ukraine and Gazprom for the transportation of Russian gas is in 

action until 2024. There are reasons to believe that this is the last agreement between Kyiv and 

Moscow on fuel transit: the EU has taken a course to abandon energy ties with the Kremlin, and 

Russia itself has independently reduced its share in the total supply of gas to the European market 

to a record low 10%. The same fate will probably befall the transit of Russian oil through Ukrainian 

territory. According to the 6th EU's sanctions package, transportation via the Druzhba pipeline 

became only a temporary exception for the countries of Central Europe, which must find new 

sources of supply by the end of 2023. The era of the use of Russian hydrocarbons in Europe is 

coming to an end. In addition, given the atrocities of the Russian army against Ukrainian citizens, 

Kyiv will not have the moral capacity to resume economic cooperation with Moscow until war 

criminals are punished. In addition, today, Ukraine cannot guarantee the safety of fuel transit 

through its territory, considering the active hostilities, the temporary occupation of part of the 

Ukrainian lands, and constant provocations from the Russian side. 

Thus, in the coming years, Ukraine will cease to be a transitor of Russian gas and, probably, 

oil. Under these conditions, the country needs to find a new place in the EU energy system and 

new sources of fuel supply. Already today, Ukraine offers its European partners its largest gas 

storage facilities on the continent, which can help to overcome the crisis periods of the cold season. 

Alternative channels of fuel supply to the country itself are the re-export of Russian energy from 

Slovakia and Hungary. Kyiv, together with its partners, also created opportunities for the arrival of 

LNG from ports on the Adriatic and Baltic seas through the Hungarian, Slovak and Polish gas 

transportation systems, respectively. Previously, the Transmission System Operator of Ukraine 

announced its intention to establish gas supplies from Azerbaijan, and this year the company 

representatives talked about the possibility of receiving LNG from Greek and Turkish ports. 

However, this requires restarting the capacity of the Trans-Balkan Corridor, which requires 

agreements between Kyiv, Chisinau, Bucharest and Sofia. 

At the same time, Ukraine has not yet made a major breakthrough in increasing the share 

of renewables in its energy consumption. However, in 2020, the Ukrainian government started a 

dialogue with the EU for joining the European Green Deal. Ukraine's participation in this policy 

would oblige the state to increase the share of renewables in energy production and will open access 

to investments for this. 

However, the biggest urgent challenge for Ukraine in the context of energy is the war with 

Russia. The Russian army temporarily occupied large areas where the critical infrastructure of the 

Ukrainian state is located. Rocket and artillery attacks of the invaders are particularly aimed at gas 

and oil enterprises and storage facilities, such as in Kremenchuk, Odesa, Lviv, Zhytomyr and other 
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cities. It is likely that during the cold season, Russian troops will target heating facilities in order to 

destabilize Ukraine. Also, Russian troops are using the Zaporizhzhia NPP for blackmailing and 

terrorizing Ukraine and the whole world. In this sense, only appropriate weapons can protect 

Ukrainian consumers from interruptions in the supply of fuel in the coming months. In the long 

term, only integration into the Euro-Atlantic security system can protect Ukraine from this. 

 

Joint initiatives for overcoming the energy crisis: possible prospects 

Moldova, Romania, and Ukraine approached the current energy crisis with varying degrees 

of preparedness and some unique challenges. Thus, in the coming years, Moldovan top managers 

will have to revise the entire country's strategy of using gas, oil, coal, and electricity in order to get 

rid of dependence on Russia and actors controlled by the Kremlin. The Romanian state has a 

chance (which has actually become a necessity) to implement ambitious energy projects that have 

not been implemented before due to bureaucracy and complex relations between the government 

and business. Ukrainian stakeholders will have to continue critical management of their gas, oil, 

solid fuel and electricity sectors, as well as look for opportunities to strengthen their energy 

independence in the face of constant attacks by Russian forces. 

However, in this context, the three countries are united by several factors. The main ones 

are the awareness of the need to cut off ties with Moscow, integration in a common European 

political space and connection by an energy infrastructure that has opportunities for rethinking and 

development. Possible prospects for their cooperation in the energy sector in the short term are: 

● Joint use of the Trans-Balkan gas transport corridor. Since January 2020, when Gazprom 

redirected a significant part of its gas for the Balkan and Central European countries to the 

Turk Stream, this pipeline has been operating at 3-4% of total capacity. The Ukrainian side 

is interested in reverse fuel supplies through this highway, because it gives access to LNG 

from Greek and Turk ports, as well as to fuel from Azerbaijan. For Moldova and Romania, 

this initiative would make it possible to receive payment for transit and would open access 

to new sellers and buyers of fuel. In addition, this route can be an alternative way of 

supplying gas to the rest of the Central European countries through Ukrainian territory. 

The Transmission System Operator of Ukraine has already made the necessary technical 

preparations for this. At the same time, the implementation of this initiative requires 

agreement in principle between Bucharest, Chisinau and Kyiv, as well as the readiness of 

Ankara and Sofia to join the project. The most important issue on the agenda of 

negotiations remains obtaining permission from the Customs Service of Moldova for 

virtual reverse flows, which will allow suppliers to reserve sections of the pipeline for 

transportation in the opposite direction. 

● Launch or completion of construction of gas interconnectors. One of the circumstances that 

determined the conclusion of a five-year contract between Moldova and Gazprom in 

October 2021 was an infrastructural issue. Almost the entire gas transportation network of 

Moldova is designed to receive gas from the northeast. In 2015, the construction of the 

first phase of the Iasi – Chisinau interconnector was completed, which connected the 

Romanian network with the Moldavian city of Ungheni. However, without the second 

phase – from Ungheni to Chisinau – this branch remains disconnected from the rest of 
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Moldova's gas transportation network. The transit of fuel from Romanian to Moldovan 

territory could cover almost all volumes supplied to Chisinau by Gazprom. However, 

despite repeated expressions of interest, this project still remains unimplemented. Between 

Ukraine and Romania, there is also an interconnector that is waiting for its operation – the 

point Tekovo – Medieshu Aurit, located on the border of the Ukrainian Zakarpattia Oblast 

and the Romanian Judet of Satu-Mare. This gas pipeline is not available for use because the 

agreement between Ukraine and Romania on fuel transportation through this pipeline 

expired in 2020. The technical characteristics of this interconnector allow annual 

transportation of 4 billion cubic meters of gas to Romanian consumers. Since this capacity 

can work only for imports to Romania, an important condition for its resumption is an 

initiative from Bucharest. 

● New opportunities in electricity supply. The accession of Moldova and Ukraine to ENTSO-E 

simplifies the flow of electricity between the Moldovan, Romanian and Ukrainian grids. 

This creates new opportunities for a joint response to crisis phenomena and also gives 

suppliers from Romania and Ukraine access to new markets. 

● Export of Romanian oil. In the conditions of giving up Russian fuel, Moldova and Ukraine 

are directly interested in increasing the production of oil and related products by Romania. 

Close logistics play in favor of Romanian fuel in this sense; however, in the case of Ukraine, 

it can primarily be supplied to the border regions. At the same time, increasing oil 

production by Romania in the Black Sea is impossible without eliminating the Russian 

military threat in the region. 

Finally, it is worth noting that for each considered country separately, increasing the share of 

renewables in final consumption is a strategic step to ensure energy independence. Romania, which 

fulfilled its commitments to the EU in this area by 2020 and joined the European Green Deal, is 

significantly ahead of Moldova and Ukraine. At the same time, the country will receive significant 

investments in the sector during the implementation of the National Reconstruction Plan. The 

joining of Moldova and Ukraine to the EU Green Deal can help the two countries to form strategic 

priorities in this direction, determine the most appropriate methods of energy transformation and 

receive at least some part of the necessary financial support for the implementation of the plans. 
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